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FEAT URES

2 DIVERSE AND EXCEPTIONAL
A variety of student backgrounds
heightens the learning experience.

11 INTELLECTUALLY VIBRANT SPACES
The newly built Seigle Hall and the
renovated Anheuser-Busch Hall
comprise Washington University
Law’s impressive campus.

18 LAWYER FOR THE FBI
Elaine Lammert, JD ’85, advises agency
on 9/11, terrorism, criminal law.

20 THE BUSINESS OF LAW
Attorney Jack Helfand, JD ’94,
handles fast-paced, high-profile deals.

22 NEW FOCUS
The Career Services Office develops
innovative approaches to job placement.

DEPARTMENTS

10 FACULTY PROFILE
Classroom named in honor
of Michael Greenfield

14 IN REVIEW
“Harnessing the Costs of
International Tax Arbitrage”

16 IN REVIEW
“Government Lawyers and
Confidentiality Norms”

24 FACULTY PROFILE
Adrienne Davis installed as
Van Cleve Professor

25 ON CAMPUS
Ambassador-in-Residence
offering students international
justice experience

26 SMALL FIRM SPOTLIGHT
Alumnus helping level
playing field

27 ALUMNI NEWS

28 CLASS NOTES

35 IN MEMORIAM

36 END PAPER RESPONSE
“Election Laws that Coax Centrism
Promote Political Stability”

37 END PAPER
“Bailout Aftermath: Measures
Still Don’t Add Up to
Transparency, Accountability”

(front cover) Nearly 400 viewers packed the Crowder Courtyard and overflow rooms for a large-screen simulcast of the 2008 Vice Presidential Debate, held at Washington University. The renovated courtyard has become a central gathering place for members of the law school community.
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